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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the 

work area for use in the performance of small, manual 

production or assembly Jobs and to determine the best 

shape for this three-dimensional space based upon the 

variable factors that affect work performance timeso This 

optimal shape may also be applicable in the design of sys-

tem control panels, where responses require hand motion to 

controls located on a panelo 

History 
W«MAMi —llW'llgMfa 

Traditionallyj anthropometry has been concerned 

with the measure of the sizeg shape, and mass of the human 

body and its memberso Data are now available on almost 

every conceivable body measurement for many different 

populationso These static anthropometric data have and 

are serving to answer many scientific and technological 

questionso 

When it becomes necessary to measure a system of 

more than one body member as the system moves, the data 

of static anthropometrics prove insufficiento In perform-

ing physical tasks the body does not act as a series of 



independent members but rather as an integrated wholeo 

The effect of this phenomenon on the design of human tasks 

is stated by Eo Ro Tichauers 

The weight of an object moved conjointly with the 
pattern of motion does affect torques on Joints of 
the bodyj work stress, and rate of performance to a 
considerable degreeo Nevertheless, systems of pre-
determined motion times as used in industrial work 
study postulate that the cycle time of manual opera-
tions is not influenced by directionality of 
motiono [1] 

This apparent contradiction between kinesiology 

and common practice in industrial engineering leads to the 

basic hypothesis of this experimentationo 

Although several authors (Barnes [2], McCormick [3]| 

Squires [4]) have defined a normal working area to be used 

in work place design, relatively little work has been done 

toward the experimental identification of an optimal work 

area based on kinesiological experimentationo Little is 

published about the factors that contribute to man*s pro-

ficiency at manual task under various conditions, that is, 

the identification of combinations of factors and levels 

that give best performance time with a constant exertion 

of effort by the workero The only criterion that appears 

to be used for space utilization in such design is dis-

tance from the center of the work placej the center being 

defined as that area where assembly takes placeo This is 

almost always located at the front of the work surface and 

directly in front of the worker^ The design resulting 



from this reasoning consists of concentric arcs of part 

bins and tools about the center point, By placing the 

most frequently used hardware on the inside arc, this 

design criterion minimizes the required distance moved by 

the handso 

This line of thought has led to the definition of 

the normal work areao The dimensions of such areas have 

been based on average static anthropometric measurements 

of the population of workers, The definition of the 

normal work area by Barnes is widely acceptedo His defi-

nition is as followss 

Considering the horizontal plane^ there is a very 
definite and limited area which the worker can use 
with a normal expenditure of efforto 

The normal work area for the right hand is deter-
mined by an arc drawn with a sweep of the right hand 
across the tableo The forearm only is extended and 
the upper arm hangs at the side of the body in a 
natural position untll it extends to swing away as 
the hand moves toward the outer part of the work 
placeo [2] 

He continued by presenting a graphic representation of the 

normal work area in three dimensionso (See Figure lo) 

This area was similarly determined by an upward sweep of 

the hand with the upper arm fixed as in the above quotee 

Goodwin [5] has made a study of the optimal work 

area in the plane of the work surface based on kinesio-

logical measureso In breaking from the traditional cri-

teria based on distance moved and the anthropometric 

measurement of workers, he noted that in forming Barnes' 
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Figo lo=>=Normal work areas proposed by Barnes and Squlres 



normal work area in the horizontal plane a very definite 

abduction of the upper arm was necessary as the hand moved 

to the outer extremities of the work place, thus precluding 

the formation of a perfect arco This observation con-

firmed basically a modificatlon of Barnes" normal area 

that was proposed by Squires [4J. Both Barnes' and 

Squires' normal work areas in the horlzontal plane are 

shown in Figure lc Pigure 2 is the optimal work area that 

was defined by Goodwin from his kinesiological experimenta-

tiono It may not be compared directly to the other pro-

posed normal work areas because of Goodwin's unique 

definitiono Each point was compared to only those points 

that were the same distance from the center, that is, 

points on the same arc about the center. The portion of 

each arc included in the optimal work area resulted in 

performance times that were noc more than 2 per cent of 

the mean greater than the minimum time observed for the 

same distanceo The segment of each arc that is included 

indicates the best direction of motion for the particular 

distance^ This range of optimal performance is seen to 

occur at approximately the 30 to 60 degree angle for all 

distances testedo 

One of the conclusions reported by Schmidtke and 

Stier [6] was that time required by a seated subject to 

move the hand was dependent upon the direction moved 

They reported that time required for hand motions of equal 
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distance varied for different directions. The study was 

limited to motions in the horizontal plane with the right 

handc 

Figure 3 was constructed from the Schmidtke and 

Stier resultSo The optimal direction for right-hand 

motion was found to be the axis designated Ac Motions 

along axis B were observed to be slowesto It was pointed 

out by the experimenters that motions in the A direction 

required predominantly movement of the lower arm rotating 

about a pivot at the elbow, while motion in the B direc-

tion required axial movement of the lower arm and at the 

same time a rotation of the upper arm about a pivot at the 

shouldero The resulting difference in body motion and the 

consequent differential momentum that had to be worked 

against was credited with the better times observed for 

moves in the A directiono 

This result led to a conclusion that an optimal 

work area In the horizontal plane might be elongated along 

the aforementioned A axiSc Goodwin, following this rea-

soningj conducted his experiment "to investigate the work 

area utilized in the performance of a small manual produc-

tion or assembly Job in the horizontal plane based upon 

the variable factors that affect work performance times," 

[5] The factors chosen for consideration were: 

lo distance moved 

2o directlon moved 
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3o weight carried 

4o length of arm 

As expected, distance moved had the most signifi-

cant effect on the time required to perform the prescribed 

task, but direction of motion and weight moved were also 

found to contribute significantly to speed of movementc 

Weights used were 9 ounces and less-

A logical continuation of this line of study 

would be an investigation of move times from the center of 

a work place to and from various points in the three-

dimensional space that is within reach of the worker, 

Conclusions could be sought that would determine an opti-

mal shape for the design of the work placeo 

Purpose and Scope 

The primary purpose of this experiment was to 

determine what portion of the space that was within reach 

of a seated worker was most desirable for use in the 

design of a production or small assembly work stationo 

Recognizing that each such design would have a unlque 

space requirement, usually less than the total space that 

was available or within reach, the experiment was designed 

to provide a criterion for determining what portion of the 

available space could be used most profitably by the 

worker and should therefore be used first by the designer^ 

Since different tasks in a Job may require the transport 
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of various small weights^ the effect of weight carried by 

the worker was also investigatedo 

The area that was considered was designed to 

include and slightly extend previous definitions of the 

normal or optimal work area as they were stated in the 

preceding section of this chapter^ The criterion for 

evaluating a particular point was the observed time 

required to move the hand between the point and the center 

of the work place^ Thus, the traditional criterion, dis-

tance moved, was replaced with the criterion of time 

requiredo Subjects were limited to right-handed males, 

and all experimentation was with moves by the right hando 

No attempt was made to rate the performance of the 

subJectSo Subjects were chosen from graduate students of 

industrial engineering who were, consequently, familiar 

with the theory and practice of ratingo Each was aware 

of the purpose of the experiment and was instructed to 

simulate as nearly as possible a normal and consistent 

effort throughout the experimentationo In effect, they 

were continuously rating themselveso 

With this purpose in mind, an experimental design 

was determinedo A description of the equipment built to 

support this design and the procedures used in obtaining 

data are explained in Chapter IIo 



CHAPTER II 

DESIGN AND USE OF THE EQUIPMENT 

The equipment was designed to provide a simulated 

work place typical of one that might be used for a produc-

tion or small assembly Jobo Mechanical and electrical 

devices for recording move times between two points were 

mounted on a table before the seated workero An adjust-

able industrial type chair was used to make the table 

height accommodate any of the three subjects usedo 

A reference point was located on the intersection 

of the work place surface and the midsagittal plane of the 

seated worker and four inches inside the forward edge of 

the tableo Contact A was permanently located at this 

pointo (See Pigure 4o) 

One end of a small straight rod was pivoted at 

this pointo It was free to rotate in both horizontal and 

vertical directions above the table topo Three supports 

were provided so that the rod could be fixed at angles of 

0, 20, 40, and 60 degrees above the table topo Receptors 

for these supports were located on the table top at 0, 20, 

40, 60, and 80 degrees right of the center line of the 

11 
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Figo 4o==Experimental equipment 
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work place (the midsagittal plane of the seated worker)o 

Contact B was attached to this rod and was free to slide 

along the rod so that it could be fixed at each two-inch 

interval from 4 to l6 inches from the pivot end of the 

rod at contact Ao This mechanism made it possible to 

locate contact B at any of 140 points in the work place, 

All possible combinations of the 7 distances, 4 vertical 

angles, and 5 horizontal angles determine the 140 possi-

bilitieso Figure 4 (page 12) was included to show the 

device with contact B in a position 10 inches from the 

pivot, 20 degrees above the table top, and 20 degrees 

right of the center line of the work place^ 

A third contactj C, was the point of a stylus 

which could be moved by a subject between contacts A and 

Bô Three styli were provided to introduce the weight var-

iableo All were the same size but weighed 0o02, 0^52, and 

lo02 pounds respectivelyo Figure 5 was included to show 

the size and shape of the styluSo The styli were not 

intended to be indistinguishable to the subjecto The 

sizes were made the same to avoid any advantage that might 

be gained from a particular size or shapeo 

The apparatus was wired to record three times: 

time out, time in, and total timeo When the subject, 

carrying the stylus, touched contact A, the first timer 

was actuatedo It ran until contact was made at B with the 

styluso This contactj C with B, simultaneously stopped 
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Fig, 5,»=The s t y l i 
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the first timer (timer 1) and started the second timer 

(timer 2)o Contact at A started timer 1 and stopped 

timer 2, and so on until a cumulative time out (from A to 

B) and time in (from B to A) had been recorded for five 

cycles of moveso The third timer ran continuously from 

the initial contact at A to last contact at A which com-

pleted the five cycleso This total time was used only as 

a check for any time lag in the switching deviceso Due 

to a high agreement noted between the combined time out 

and time in with the total time, the recording of total 

time was discontinued after several trials had been run* 

An electrical dlagram is included in Pigure 6o 

The height of the chair was adjusted for each sub-

Jectg to provide a constant vertical distance of two 

inches between the plane of the table top and the elbow 

when the arm was hanging naturally from the shoulder and 

the elbow was bent to approximately 90 degreeso The one-

piece back support provided adequate back support and did 

not interfere with arm or shoulder movement required in 

the performance of the tasko The subjects were required 

to sit in an erect position with back in contact with the 

chair at the beginning of each observationo During the 

completion of the task no restrictions were placed on the 

motion of the subjecto The chair was always located to 

place the subject 9-1/2 inches from the leading edge of 

the tableo This distance was measured to the coronal 
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plane of the seated worker while his forearms rested on 

the table. The photo in Figure 7 was made with the sub-

Ject properly seated and positioned for the beginning of 

a trialc 

Each subject was briefed on the following points 

prior to his participation? 

lc The purpose of the experiment and the theory 

of an optimal work space 

2o The design and function of the experimental 

apparatus 

3o The required sitting posture with emphasis on 

consistency 

4.. The required grip of stylus with emphasis on 

consistency 

5o The requirement that the subject rate his own 

performancec That is, he should maintain a 

pace that simuiated the normal effort that 

could be exerted during an eight-hour work 

dayo Again the emphasis was on the consist-

ency of the effortc An error in this Judgment 

should not have had an adverse effect on the 

validity of the conclusions as the error was 

constant throughout the experiment. 
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Use of Equipment 

After this briefing each subject performed for 30 

minutes to an hour to gain a complete understanding of 

the procedures and prevent any effect of practice-

Once a subject completed his familiarization, his 

first trial was begun with one of the three styli chosen 

at randomo Times were observed and recorded for moves 

between contacts A and B for each possible B locationo 

The sequence of contact B locations was randomized for 

each trialo Beginning each task, the subject rested the 

stylus at a point on the rod between A and B, then began 

the tasko When five cycles were completed and all timers 

stopped, the first task was completedc Record was made 

of the cumulative time out, time back, and total time for 

the task, and the timers were reset to 0 readings. An-

other chip was drawn and so on until all 140 positions 

had been used and the subject had completed a trial:̂  

Since a trial required about 2 hours, the subject was 

allowed to rest to avoid any effects of fatigue or boredom 

Each of the three subjects completed three trials 

for each of the three different weight stylio The random 

sequence of the weights used is shown in Table lo 

The equipment was designed to support a particu-

lar experimental purposeo The statistical design and the 

analysis of the data are explained in Chapter III« 
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TABLE 1 

ORDER OP LEVELS OP WEIGHT POR eACH SUBJECT 

Subject 

Level 1 » 0o02 pounds 
Level 2 » 0o52 pounds 
Level 3 = lo02 pounds 



CHAPTER III 

DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT 

This chapter includes a definition of each factor 

and the levels of each factorg the Justification for the 

choice of factors and levels, the statistical methods 

used in the analysis of the data^ and the computational 

procedure usedo 

The Choice and Classification of Pactors 
riiiiiiii'ajc 

The over-all size and scope of the experiments are 

limited by the availability of time and facilitieSo It 

was therefore not intended that this experiment include 

consideration of every factor that could have influenced 

the optimality of the work place^ Those factors chosen 

for consideration were believed to have a greater effect 

on the dependent variablej, move time, than other possible 

choiceso The choice of factors to be considered was based 

as much as possible on indications of previous investiga-

tionso The factors that were considered, the levels of 

each, the alphabetic symbols used for each, and the classi-

fication of each are shown in Table 2o 

' Each factor was classified as a between or within 

subject effect and as having levels which were randomly 

21 
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TABLE 2 

FACTOR IDENTIFICATION TABLE 

jSy'^:r:Si^ts=4Lf/'^^y^'^^i'^^y^^^ss^^í 

Factor Level Code 
Identifi. 
cation 

Type 
Effect 

Subject 

Weight 

Trials 

Distance 

Vertical 
Angle 

Horizontal 
Angle 

1 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

1 
2 
3 
4 

1 
2 
3 
4 

1 
2 
3 

0o02 pounds 
0o52 pounds 
lo52 pounds 

1 
2 
3 

4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 

inches 
inches 
inches 
inches 
inches 
inches 
Inches 

0 degrees 
20 degrees 
40 degrees 
60 degrees 

0 degrees 
20 degrees 
40 degrees 
60 degrees 
80 degrees 

W 

H 

Random 

Fixed 

Random 

Plxed 

Plxed 

Pixed 
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chosen or arbitrarily fixed at predesignated valueso 

These classifications were critical to the proper appli' 

cation and interpretation of the analysis of variance 

technique used to analyze the data observedo 

Definitions of factors and 
y i i i n i i iMiiiii'n»'ii>n'i,f Wiwi'Mni« Ti<-tM»'-.i'<iw"ni i •jwi'rM'iwni'ii'fi • ' J ~ - I,JUJ 

levels •wwfwtf^aea 

The independent factors weres 

lo SubJectSo—Three male subjects were testedo 

Each had an arm length (tip of middle finger 

to center of back) between 32 and 37 inches, 

and each was a graduate student in industrial 

engineeringo 

2o Weighto-»In performing the task, three dif- > 

ferent styli were carried by each subjectc 

The styli were of identical dimension, but 

their respective weights changed in equal 

increments. 

ao 0o02 pounds 

bo 0o52 pounds 

Co lo02 pounds 

3o Trialo—The test was conducted three times for 

each combination of levels of the factorso 

4o Distanceo«-This was measured as the distance 

between contacts A and B on the effective dis-

tance moved by the point of the styluSc 

f 
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ao 4 inches 

bo 6 inches 

Co 8 inches 

do 10 inches 

eo 12 inches 

fo 14 inches 

go 16 inches 

5o Vertical Angleo=-The angle of a line between 

contacts A and B above the surface of the work 

tableo Contact A was fixed at a specific point 

on the work surface while B was relocated for 

each tasko Z ^ 

ão 0 degrees > > 
J } 

bo 20 degrees < < 

Cc 40 degrees 

do 60 degrees 

6o Horizcntal Angleo=-The angle of a line between 

contacts A and B right of the midsagittal 

plane of the worker on the center line of the 

work placeo Contact A was fixed at a specific 

point on the plane while B was relocated for 

each tasko 

ao 0 degrees 

bo 20 degrees 

Co 40 degrees 

dr 60 degrees 
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eo 80 degrees 

Pigure 8 is a graphical representation of the pos-

sible combinations of levels of the six independent fac-

torso Each of the 3780 smallest blocks was representative 

of a recorded time out and a time back, As indicated in 

the equipment design section, each of these readings rep-

resented the cumulative time required for five moves out 

and five in^ Thus, a total of 7,560 times was recorded 

representing 37,800 elemental moveso 

The dependent factor was time required to move 

between the various points considered and the assembly 

area (designated as contact A) of the work placeo 

Justification for Choice of Factors and Levels 

Subjects 

The results of the experiment were intended to be 

an indication of the ability of the adult population of 

male workerso Since it was strongly suspected that rate 

of performance was highly variable between workers in the 

population, it was necessary to base any conclusions on 

some sample size greater than oneo Three subjects were 

usedo A larger sample, of course, would have increased 

the validity of the results, but again the over-all size 

of the experiment was the limiting factorc Industrial 

engineerlng students were used as subjects because of 

their ability to rate their effort as they worked and to 
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raaintain as nearly as possible a constant efforto Arm 

length was kept within the limits reported as not signifi-

cant by Goodwin [5], 

Weight carried 

Most predetermined time systems have considered 

weight carried as a factor in determining hand motion 

timeso The Methods-time Measurement System, for example, 

reported an increased time requirement for weights of 

2-1/2 pounds and greater^ The minimum weight considered 

by the Work^factor System was 2 poundso 

Schmidtke and Stier, as a result of their experi-

mentation, deny that small weights are negligible in the 

determination of motion timeso They state that, "Our 

results showed a difference of about 60^ in motion time for 

comparable arm motions without weight and with a weight of 

lo5 kgc (3o3 pounds) respectively/' [6] While the obser-

vation does not directly deny the choice of 2 or 2-1/2 

pounds as the minimum weight considered in the predetermi-

nation of move times, it does lead to some doubtc 

A further purpose for using the weight factor was 

to recognize any interaction which might exist between 

weight carried and direction movedo Previous reported 

investigations have not indicated any preferential loca-

tion for activities requiring movement of heavier weights-

Considerable design advantage might be had by placing 

these weighty tasks in some particular location-
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The range of weights is within that range which 

is neglected by most predetermined systems- It was in-

tended that the range, 0 to 1 pound, should include the 

range normally encountered in small assembly JobSc 

It was deemed necessary to maintain consistent 

shape and dimension for the different weight styli to 

avoid any advantage that might be inherent in a particu-

lar shapee This restriction precluded the use of zero 

weighto A stylus constructed of styrofoam and cork with 

a metal contact point weighed 0o02 pounds^ This was 

taken as the first level of the factor weight, and the 

other levels were fixed by adding to each an even incre-

ment of weight (1/2 pound)o Even increments were used to 

facilitate the testing, when necessary, of a possible 

functional relationship between weight and time required 

to moveo 

Trial 

The factorjs trial^ was used to provide an estimate 

of the experimental error in the equipment and the random 

variation in the subject's performanceo This main effect 

and all its interactions were pooled in the analysis of 

variance to provide the residual term^ This procedure was 

based on the assumption that a learning effect was elimi-

nated by the simplicity of the task and the required 

training of the subJectSo 
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Horizontal angle 

In Chapter I it was pointed out that speed of hand 

motion was a function of direction moved when the effort 

exerted was constantc Consequently, it was proposed that 

all points that are an equal distance from the center of 

the work place are not necessarily equally productive when 

used in the design of a work placeo In order to validate 

or deny this proposal, it was necessary to measure the 

time required to move in various directionso 

The zero degree angle indicated a move in a plane 

coinciding with the midsagittal plane of the workerc Other 

angles were measured clockwise from this plane and about 

the center point (contact A). The choice of the maximum 

angle, 80 degrees^ was based on Squires" [4] proposed 
I 

normal work area (Pigure 1, page 4) and on Goodwin''s [5] 

reported optimal work area in the horizontal plane^ 

Vertical angle 
I i' i y *aWWfW>—>"• " * •« 111 Mll I i l i i ' ' '• 

This variable extended the area investigated to a 

third dimension, Since work place design was considered 

to involve a choice of space from all the space within 

reach of the worker, it was necessary to investigate a 

three«dimensional space^ 

The dependent variable 

The choice of move time to and from the assembly 

area as the dependent variable was based on the theory 
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that this time should be the criterion for determining the 

desirabillty of a particular point for use in the design 

of a work placeo Since the area included in a work place 

design which is not a part of the assembly area has been 

used predominantly for storage of parts and tools, the 

move time between the center of the work place and a 

point should be a good indicator of its productivityo 

Although this productivity of a point is actually a func-

tion of the total time required to move to the point in 

question and back to the assembly area, it was a simple 

matter to break the time into its two basic elements— 

time out and time in^ This made possible an investigation 

of any differences in the time required for the two 

elementSo 

Statistical Analysis 

The design of the experiment was very similar to 

an example problem used by Charles Ro Hicks [7] on mixed 

analysis of variance models, that is, models including 

both random and fixed independent factorso The analytical 

methods used in this study were consequently similar to 

the exampleo The most notable dissimilarity was in the 

fact that this experiment considered two dependent vari-

ables as opposed to one in Hicks' exampleo 

The first step in the analysis was a determination 

of the correlation between the dependent variables, time 

out and time in^ The results indicated a high positive 
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correlation (0^973)= The mean time out and the mean time 

back were only slightly different (2o039 and 2c021 respec-

tively), and the standard deviations for the two measures 

were 0o452 and Oo445 respectivelyo These results led to 

the conclusion that the effect of the control variables on 

the two dependent variables was almost identicalo Since 

it was no longer necessary to analyze the two variables 

separately, they were added to yield a total time, and all 

conclusions are based on this total timeo Analysis of 

variance results were calculated and reported for time out, 

time in, and total time but only validate the previous con-

clusion- All reported mean times were based on the varl~ 

able, total time 

The computation of the sum of squares (SS) and the 

estimated mean square (EMS) for each main effect and 

interaction was accomplished on the IBM 1620 computer. 

The factor^ trial, and all interactions involving it were 

combined to form the residualo 

Application of the methods presented by Hicks [7] 

resulted in the theoretical values for the EMS shown in 

Table 3c From this table it is seen that all interactions 

involving subjects and the subject main effect were to be 

tested against the residual or error mean square at the 

bottom of the tablOo All other interactions and main 

effects were tested by the mean square Just below them in 

the table, These tests produced an F ratio for each main 
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TABLE 3 

TABLE OP ESTIMATED MEAN SQUARES 

Effect EMS 
••irtiriMaiMrtM<MMiiiiiWTii«iiMi'"iiMf l i n i " I M ' ' i i r i ' f r ' i i •'i'^-rrY—'•••'•"*"••••' •*..*>*i^..|..t'»-*ir™'«iir''iii«'ii ••••'•*-i-^i'"»••-«•*»»*•' ' '••-^••'^^^•^•^••^ » • • - im •É I I«M » ^ 1 » i^i I M M P. •—t.>*>.wi 

S (Subject) o^ + 1260 o„ 
e u 

W (Weight) Og + 420 o^^ + 1260 o^ 

SW o^ + 420 og^ 

D (Dlstance) o^ + 180 Ogĵ  + 540 Oĵ  

SD o^ + 180 OgD 

WD Og + 60 oĝ jj + 180 o^p 

SWD o^ + 60 03^^ 

V (Vertlcal Angle) o^ + 315 0^^ + 945 cr̂  

SV Og + 315 Oy 

WV Og + 105 Og^y + 315 a^^ 

SWV Og + 105 OswV 

DV Og + 45 OsDv + 135 Oĵ ^ 

SDV Og + 45 ogj^^ 

WDV Og + 15 Osv̂ Dv 45 OsvíDV 

SWDV Og + 15 Oĝ D̂v 
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TABLE 3 — ' C o n t i n u e d 

•B—g—iBiuwBtiuffiii iMiiiiíriMjni 

Effect EMS 
nenBBMaan 

H ( H o r i z o n t a l A n g l e ) ^e ^ 252 OsH + 756 o 
H 

SH 

WH 

SWH 

DH 

SDH 

WDH 

SWDH 

VH 

SVH 

WVH 

SWVH 

DVH 

SDVH 

WDVH 

SWDVH 

^e "- 252 0 3 ^ 

0 + e 

" e * 

o + 

e 

"e + 

e 

0 + 
e 

o + 
e 

84 03^jj + 252 o^H 

84 0 SWH 

36 ogj^jj + 1 0 8 0^^ 

36 o SDH 

^2 ^SWDH "*• 36 o^pj j 

12 0 SWDH 

63 og^j^ + 189 o^H 

63 0 SVH 

21 ^SWVH + ^^ "̂ WVH 

^e "*• 21 Os^^j^ 

^e "*• ^ "SDVH ^ 27 0^^^ 

^e ^ ^ ^SDVH 

^e "*• -̂  ^SWDVH •'' ^ ^WDVH 

^e "̂  ^ ""WDVH 

e ( e r r o r ) 
^ Æraai-iii?jJg.j-Li-jg^Biai'ijLj!atig ttcijrr ie£.'-s .^»iLt,»,";a 
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effect and each interactiono These values were compared 

to a standard table of critical F ratios to determine the 

level of significance indicated by eacho Only those that 

were significant at the 1% or 5% level were considered in 

the conclusionso 

DataProcessing 

The correlation coefficient between time out and 

time back and the EMS values for the analysis of variance 

were computed on the Model II, IBM 1620 computer, Stand-

ard programs for these computations were usedo The data 

were entered in the six-factor configuration discussed 

earlier in this chaptero P ratios were calculated on a 

hand calculator from the EMS valueso 

A request of means using the original data con-

figuration resulted in an excessive memory capacity for 

the 1622 Modell II (40-K capacity) and also for the 1622 

Model I (60-K capacity)o It was therefore necessary to 

alter the data configurationc This was done by eliminat-

ing the factor of trials from the program and introducing 

the three trials as three readings of the smallest sub-

classr The smallest subclass was then a combination of 

levels of the remaining five factors- The program in this 

configuration considered 1260 subclasses with 3 pieces of 

data in each as opposed to the original 3780 subclasses 

with 1 piece of data in eacho The resulting decrease in 
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means of main effects and interactions made it possible 

to complete the computation on the Model II computer, 

When the data had been recorded the analysis was 

conducted in accordance with the methods explained in 

this chaptero The results of this analysis are reported 

in Chapter IVo The implications of the results and con-

clusions are reserved for Chapter V, 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

As was stated in Chapter III, all conclusions are 

to be based on the analysis of the variable, total time 

required to move from the center of the work place to a 

point and back again which is the sum of the recorded time 

out and time in., The mean time values that are reported 

are mean times required to make flve cycles of the task, 

that iSj five times out and five times in= Justification 

for the use of this total time variable as opposed to 

individual analysis of the two original variables is based 

on the high correlation noted between the observed values 

of time out and time in^ The results of a correlation 

test are shown in Table 4, 

TABLE 4 

CORRELATION COEFFICIENT = 0^973 
m.mrjiMtmePjmKiJj:.'S!KTi?rr^:'Sírta£ri^ -j. 

^?r*^ aiT-r »-"*r-r-'*yi-'''^''^-«-Vl»"*"'^ liri' 'jix.' 

Variable Mean Standard Deviation 
"Trr-^'rTT-.Tn^rT'"—*'"T'—1—rr****"—^— iwBi-^r..^—T.—--•—mny.1.. •u—i»ip-»-i.i f —•'•••w <• •^•w—n^h^iir* •• ^ ^ ^ M * * — » < — • • • ^ • ^ ^ • ^ • - - ^ • • M r r 

Time Out 2.039 0,452 

Time Back 2c021 0-445 
"i-fr'iwp»-r"-i"i'< •'•m^f'^'W^ 

36 
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To substantiate further the use of the total time 

variable, analysis of variance tests were made for the 

time out and the time in as well as for the total timee 

Table 5 shows the F ratios as computed for each effect by 

each analysiso As was indicated by the high correlation 

between time out and time in, the results agree in most 

casesc Most notable exceptions to the general agreement 

are the interactions^ weight by distance and distance by 

vertical angle (lines 6 and 11 respectively)« There are 

two apparent explanations for these deviations from the 

expectedô 

Pirst is the fact that although the correlation 

coefficient reported in Table 4 (page 36) is very high, 

there is some deviation from perfect correlation, That 

is to say, there is some variation in the time out vari-

able that cannot be explained as a function of time in. 

If the correlation coefficient had been exactly one, no 

disagreement among the three tests would have been ex-

pectedo With a small deviation from perfect correlation, 

the observed disagreement does not seem unreasonablec 

A second possible cause for the conflicting sig-

nificance indications is the probability of error inher-

ent in the analysis of variance technique, Testing at 

the 5 per cent significance level, there is one chance in 

twenty that significance will be indicated when none 

actually existSo It is not highly improbable then that 
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one or even two tests of the thirty-one made indicate 

erroneous significancec 

Whatever the true cause of the inconsistencies 

was, the over-all agreement and the high correlation were 

Judged to be adequate Justification for the decision to 

use the total time variable in the analysis. 

A more detailed report of the results of the total 

time analysis of variance is shown in Table 6, The re-

mainder of the chapter is devoted to graphical presenta-

tions of the mean values for the various levels of the 

significant main effects and interactionso Significance 

is reported at the 1 and 5 per cent confidence levels 

onlyo It should be noted that the scale of the abscissa 

(performance time) is not always consistent between graphs 

This inconsistency is intended to facilitate interpreta-

tion of the individual graphSc 

Table 7 lists the significant effects in order of 

their complexityc 
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TABLE 6 

TOTAL TIME ANOVA RESULTS 

mr 
mm 
mmw 

TTH^ TJ^ 

?SF 

Residual 2520 
ILJWaWtJJB—ftHÉM 
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Main Effects 

Subjects 

Distance 

Vertical Angle 

Horizontal Angle 

TABLE 7 

SIGNIFICANT EFFECTS 

First Order Interactions 

Subject by weight 

Subject by distance 

Subject by vertical angle 

Weight by distance 

Weight by horizontal angle 

Distance by vertical angle 

Distance by horizontal angle 

Vertical angle by horizontal angle 
IWIHBWIllW •llll iMIIKliW 

The graphs are presented in a sequence that is 

intended to facilitate a logical interpretation of the 

resultSo The effects involving only fixed factors are 

presented first, These are the factors that were chosen 

because of their suspected effect on the optimal size and 

shape for a work place and are the variables whose levels 

are controlled by the designer^ Combinations of levels 

of these factors that produce lower move times are pref-

erable for use in a work place designo Following these 

are the effects involving the random factor, sub,iect, 

Results of these effects are indicative of the variation 

that is expected in the population of workers, Table 8 
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lists the significant effects in the order of their pres-

entationo 

ORDER OF PRESENTi 

Effect 

D (Distance Moved) 

H (Horizontal Angle) 

V (Vertical Angle) 

VH 

DV 

DH 

WD (Weight x Distance) 

WH 

S (Subject) 

SW 

SD 

TABLE 

flTION OF 

8 

s: [GNIFICANT 

Pigure 
No. 

9a 

10 

11 

12a 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

EPFECTS 

Page 
No. 

44 

47 

48 

50 

54 

55 

57 

58 

59 

60 

62 

The resulting mean values for various levels of 

the significant effects followo 

lc Distance Moved (Figure 9) 

The total performance time varied directly 

with distanceo This was the obvious relation-

shipo It is further notable that the rela-

tionship is very nearly linearo Figure 9b 
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is included to show the effect of the factor 

distance moved is the same on the average 

speed of movement as on the total timec Aver-

age speed of movement increases linearly with 

increasing distances. 

2o Horizontal Angle (Figure 10) 

The previous findings referred to in Chap-

ter I are generally confirmedc Schmidtke and 

Stier [6] found the 35 degree angle to be 

optimal for motion confined to the horizontal 

plane or as it is defined here for a vertical 

angle of zero degreeSo Goodwin [5] noted a 

preference for the 30 to 60 degree range of 

horizontal anglesc Figure 10 shows that the 

40 and 60 degree horizontal angles resulted 

in the lowest performance times in this inves-

tigation. This relationship between horizon-

tal direction of motion and time required for 

hand motion is apparently not disturbed by the 

extension of this study into the third dlmen-

sionc 

3. Vertical Angle (Figure 11) 

As the vertical angle increased from 0 to 

60 degrees, there was a reduction of about 

5-1/2 per cent in the observed performance 

time. The rate of change (indicated by the 
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slope of the line) is seen to be less at the 

higher vertical angleso This trend indicates 

that the upper level of the vertical angle 

factor (60 degrees) may be approaching an 

optimal valueo However, extended research is 

necessary to validate this indicated resulto 

4o Vertical Angle by Horizontal Angle (Figure 12) 

This interaction provides a more detailed i 
*i 

understanding of the two main effects repre- u 

sentedo The inference of this interaction 

concerning the main effects, horizontal angle 

and vertical angle, followse 

ao Horizontal Angle 

The preference noted in the discussion 

of the main effect (H) for the 40 and 60 

degree horizontal angles is seen to be 

strongest at higher levels of vertical 

angle (Pigure 12a), In fact, the 0 degree 

vertical angle plot shows the optimal 

horizontal angle to be 80 degrees- Since 

the previous studies referred to were con-

fined to the 0 degree vertical angle, con-

firmation of the optimality of the 40 to 

60 degree range of angles must be based on 

only that portion of the data that was 

taken at the 0 degree vertical anglec 

llBRARY 
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Figure 12b shows the observed relationship 

between horizontal angle and distance for 

this horizontal plane only^ Disregarding 

the 16 and 4 inch distances, which are be-

yond the range previously investigated, 

the results are seen to agree with previ-

ous researcho The results obtained in 

this experiment are then seen to be com-

patible with previous experiments« 

bo Vertical Angle 

The effect of the vertical angle is 

seen to be strongest at the 0 degree hori-

zontal angle resulting in a relatively 

large difference between the maximum and 

minimum performance times (Figure 12a, 

page 50)0 As the horizontal angle in-

creases, the advantage of the higher ver-

tical angles became smaller, At the 0 

degree horizontal angle, for example, the 

mean move time at the 60 degree vertical 

angle is about 10 per cent less than at 

the 0 degree vertical angle^ The advan-

tage of the 60 over the 0 degree vertical 

angle is only about 4 per cent when the 

horizontal angle is 80 degrees,. 
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5e Distance by Vertical Angle (Pigure 13) 

The trends indicated by the main effects 

of distance and vertical single are seen to 

repeat in thelr interactionc No particularly 

significant results are apparent in the inter-

actiono 

The resulting statistical significance 

where no practical results are notable is 

caused by the relatively large difference in 

the contribution of the raain effects and the 

interaction to the variance in the dependent 

factorc This difference is obvious in the 

sums of squares reported in Table 6 (page 41)« 

6e Distance by Horizontal Angle (Pigure 14) 

Although the overshadowing of the Inter-

action by the main effects is obvious in this 

case, it is not as strong as in the DV inter-

actiono On close examination the effect of 

the interaction is seen* At the 16 inch dis-

tance the decrease in the performance time as 

the horizontal angle moves from 0 degrees to 

60 degrees is about 3 per cent, while the 

decrease over the same range at the 4 inch 

distance is only about Oo8 per cent, The 

advantage of moving at the optimal horizontal 
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angle is greater when the distance moved is 

largerc 

1. Weight by Distance (Figure 15) 

The overshadowing of the interaction by 

the main effects is so great here that no 

practical results are notableo 

8o Weight by Horizontal Angle (Figure 16) 

The main effects are again predominant 

over the interactiono No practical results 

are notableo 

9o Subjects (Figure 17) 

The effect of changing subjects was by 

far the most significant of the variables 

testedo This was expected as each subject 

was allowed to perform at what he considered 

to be a normal rate for himselfo Individual 

conceptions of normal were obviously quite 

differento The fastest subject took only 

about 68 per cent as much time as did the 

slowesto 

10= Subject by Weight (Figure 18) 

The strong effect of subjects is apparent 

again in this interactiono The effect of 

increasing the weight from the second to the 

third level is seen here to be caused by 
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subjects 1 and 3. Subject 2 recorded con-

sistently longer times for increasing incre-

ments of weightc 

llo Subject by Distance (Figure 19) 

This interaction only reiterates the 

effects of the main effects, subject and dis-

tance; that is, all subjects recorded con-

sistently longer times for longer moves, The 

predominance of these effects over the effect 

of the interaction precludes any practical 

interpretation of the graph^ 

Interpretation of these results and their implica-

tions concerning the optimal size and shape for a work 

place are presented in Chapter V, 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Effect of the Pactors Individually 

Where it is possible, a comparison between the 

conclusions of this experimentation and previously re-

ported conclusions will be made. In making these com-

parisons it must be kept in mind that the design of this 

experiment is unique in several respectso Two features 

of the design which are most notable in this respect ares 

lo The task was repetitive, Previous experi-

menters have recorded times required for one 

cycle of a prescribed tasko In this case, 

on the other hand, the cumulative time was 

recorded for five cycles of the basic tasko 

The result of this cyclic motion was a 

rhythmic motion patterno 

2o The area previously investigated was extended 

to include a larger range of distances and 

weights and to include a three-dimensional 

spaceo 

Table 6 (page 4l) shows that all of the main 

effects except weight were found to have a significant 

effect on the performance time^ Although it was not 

63 
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significant in its main effect, the weight factor did 

interact significantly with other factors. Table 9 shows 

the significant effects grouped by variable with refer-

ence to the graphical presentation of the observed meanse 

The conclusive effect of each variable follows? 

1« Distance moved 

The most obvious preconclusion that could 

be made was that longer distances moved would 

require longer move timeo This prediction 

was confirmedo Figure 9 (page 44) shows an 

almost linear relationship between performance 

time and distance movedo Based on considera-

tion of the effect of distance on move time 

only, the optimal work space would be spheri-

cal and centered at the assembly area, thus 

minimizing distance movedc In view of the 

strong effect of distance as compared to the 

other factors tested, this spherical design 

will result in a close approximation to the 

absolute optimal designo In cases where the 

design for absolute minimization of time is 

not economically Justified, this factor, dis-

tance moved, provides a good design criteriono 

On the other hand, when the volume of work 

to be processed through a work place is large, 

consideration of the relatively small effects 
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TABLE 9 

SIGNIFICANT EFFECTS GROUPED BY VARIABLE 

vmn øpjatm . l iWi .•ti| | ,yiii i>*t",*.»<^m.«tw..if-*':r~T*.-j^-^f*. ' .»-^tsi.*w*-»y^ 

Variable S igni f icant Effects 

Distance 

V e r t i c a l Angle 

Horizontal Angle 
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of the other factors cannot be economically 

ignorede The interaction, distance with hori-

zontal angle, for exaraple, shows that shorter 

distances do not always result in shorter move 

timeso The mean move time to 10 inches at a 

60 degree horizontal angle is less than a move 

to the 8 inch distance at the 0 degree hori-

zontal angleo 

Horizontal Angle 

It has been concluded previously that in 

the horizontal plane direction of hand motion 

has a signiflcant effect on move tlmee In 

order to make direct comparisons between these 

conclusions and the findlngs of this experi-

ment, it was necessary to consider only the 

data that were taken for a vertical angle of 

zeroo (See Pigure 12b, page 52«) The find-

ings of this study are in agreement with pre-

vious resultSo The perforraance tirae for raoves 

between points on a horizontal plane is 

shorter when the direction of raotlon is near 

the 60 degree horizontal angle and when the 

distance raoved is conflned to the previously 

investigated range (6 to 14 inches), Although 

the priraary purpose of this study was to de-

terraine the optiraal work place in three 
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dimensions, this conclusion drawn from the 

data taken in the horizontal plane provides a 

comparison with previous research. 

As the vertical angle is increased from 0 

degrees, the advantage of the 40 to 60 degree 

range of horizontal angles is not disturbed, 

In fact, the advantage increases for each 

higher level of vertical anglec The combina-

tion of the 40 and 60 degree vertical angles 

with the 40 and 60 degree horizontal angles 

resulted in the shortest performance timese 

The effect of this conclusion on the optimal 

shape of the work place will be seen in the 

concluding section of this chaptero 

In the horizontal angle by distance inter-

action (Figure 15, page 55), the advantage of 

the optimal horizontal angle is seen to be 

predominant at the larger distances and prac-

tically nonexistent at the 4 inch distanceo 

If a work place requires utilization of a 

small space, the effect of different horizon-

tal angles is negligible and the optimal shape 

is circularo If a larger space is required, 

the space must be elongated along the 40 to 

60 degree horizontal angles to minimize move 

times. 
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3* Vertical Angle 

Moves to points at higher vertical angles 

require less time than moves of equal distance 

at lower vertical angles, 

4o Weight 

The data of this experiment show that 

weights of less than one pound carried by the 

hand have no significant effect on the speed of 

hand motiono Although it was not statisti-

cally significant, the effect of the three 

levels of weight on mean performance times was 

very consistento The smallest weight always 

resulted in the smallest perforraance time, and 

the middle weight took longest, with the heavi-

est weight falling between* 

In view of previous indications plus the 

fact that the effect of weight was consistent 

in its interaction with distance (Pigure 15, 

page 57) and horizontal angle (Pigure 16, page 

58), the reported insignificance of the main 

effect weight is subject to some doubto 

5o Subject 

The difference between subjects affected 

the performance time more than any of the 

fixed factors. This was probably caused more 

by the difference in the subjects' concepts 
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of a normal pace than by the difference in 

their physical abilityo As was previously 

noted, this extreme dependence of performance 

time on subject makes the interpretation of 

interactions with subject difficultc 

60 Weight 

The main effect of weight did not have a 

statistically significant influence on the 

performance time. 

The Effect of the Combined Factors on the Optimal 
SE'ãpe o f tlie^Three"DiniensÍonal Work Place 

The basic hypothesis of this investigation was 

that the optimal shape of a work place should be based on 

kinesiological rather than static anthropometric criteriao 

It was proposed that the productivity of a point included 

in the design of a work place should be determined as a 

function of time required to move between the point and 

the center of the work place, not as a function of distance 

from the work placeo This criterion would lead to a space 

enclosed by a constant time contour about the center of 

the work place as opposed to a constant distance contour 

or sphereo 

Pigure 20 shows the difference in the shape of the 

work place resulting from the two criteriac Points on the 

outer surface are all the same distance from the center 
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pointo Points on the inner^ shaded surface require an 

equal move time (0.4 seconds)^ to and from the center^ 

The figure is distorted to facilitate in its in-

terpretationo The vertical angles are compressed to avoid 

a narrow angle view of the upper vertical angleso More 

important is the exaggeration of the deviation between the 

constant time and constant distance curves, To get the 

proper perspective, it should be noted that the absolute 

decrease in performance time from the slowest direction 

(H = 0°, V = 0°) to the fastest direction (H = 40°, 

V - 60®) is 10 per cento The purpose of this presentation 

is a qualitative comparison of speed of motion in the 

various directionso The same information is shown quanti-

tatively in Figure 12a (page 50)o 

The best combination of horizontal and vertical 

angles is seen to be 40 and 60 degrees respectivelyo The 

outer perimeter of an optimally shaped work space must be 

elongated in this directiono The size of the space is 

determined by the total requirement for spaceo 

The application of this conclusion is dependent on 

the particular design problemo If an assembly work sta-

tion is being designed^ a point 10 inches from the center 

may be used to greater advantage than another point only 

This is the average time for one elemental move, 
out or in, that is, 1/10 of the total time required for 5 
cyclic moves, in and outo 
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8 inches out, depending on the direction of the two points 

from the center point^ If the problem is the design of a 

control panel, controls with critical response time re-

quirements should be placed within the range of optimal 

horizontal and vertical anglesc 

There is a definite gain to be had in the kinesio-

logical approach to work place design, In cases where the 

volume of work to be processed is small, the cost of such 

design may be economically impractical. Where the volume 

of production is great, however, gains of a few per cent 

in time required can result in great savings, Where this 

is the case, consideration must be given to all the fac-

tors that affect performance times. 

An extension of the study of optimal work space 

seems to the author to be Justifiable. Some particular 

questions that arise from this study followî 

lc Are the conclusions reported here and in pre-

vious similar research applicable to complex 

tasks? The tasks investigated thus far have 

been relatively simple compared to industrial 

Job taskSo 

2o What is the effect of the optimal work space 

when both hands are used? Visual limitations 

might prove to be less productive than is 

indicated hereo 
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3o What is the relationship between weight car-

ried and speed of hand motion? Experimentation 

with this question as primary purpose could 

clarify the contradiction of the results 

reported here and previous indicationso 
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